You’re a Consultation Away from the Government Grant You Need!
Save Time and Frustration by Getting the Answers NOW!
Dear Grant Seeker,
If you’ve ever been frustrated by the process of applying for government grants,
then the Grant Advantage Plus™ consultation is for you.

7 Reasons To Request An Immediate Grant Advantage Plus™
Consultation
1. Speak 1 on 1 with Australia’s leading grant expert

“Not only did you
explain how these grants
really work, but you also
developed a strategy
which positioned my
project in a way that
significantly increased
my chances of being
successful.

4. Get the answers you need fast, without being ‘stuffed around’

In my opinion, Grant
Solutions should be the
first point of call for
companies applying for
a government Grant.”

5. 100% of consultation fee is credited towards future services

Ross Booth, VIC

2. Discover the secrets to winning $100k+ government grants
3. Determine your grant eligibility (including multiple grants)

(valid for 18 months)
6. Bonuses worth $295 (keep reading for more details)
7. Secure your spot on the waiting list!
(Only 2 consultations are available per week)

Why Don’t You Offer A ‘Free’ Consultation?

SATISFACTION
TISFFACTIO
GUARANTEED

Our time is very limited due to overwhelming demand for our services
Our advice is our intellectual property – it’s specific, valuable and actionable
We only deal with those serious about getting government grants
There is already substantial free general advice available on our website

Who Will Benefit From The Grant Advantage Plus™ Consultation?
Organisations needing assistance applying for government grants
Small and medium businesses (including start-ups and entrepreneurs)
Community groups and not-for-profit organisations

Investment Required

“I wanted to work with
the best in the industry
and picked Grant
Solutions.
When I found out that
there were hundreds of
other companies
applying for the same
grant, I was glad that
Grant Solutions was on
our side.”
Gary Ng, NSW

$495 + GST
Consultation fee will be credited towards future services with us
(valid for 18 months)

How Does It Work & Next Steps
1. Pay for the consultation through Electronic Funds Transfer
2. Send an email to consultation@grantsolutions.com.au
a. confirming your payment,
b. providing your consultation time and date preferences
c. including information about your project
3. We’ll contact you to arrange a consultation

“Grant Solutions helped
us identify exactly what
we had to do in order to
stand out from the flood
of other grant applicants.
It astounded me that at
the end of our discussion,
I was left with 2 A4 pages
of notes comprised of
ideas that I had never
before thought off”
James Meager, TAS

“If you’re considering using
Grant Solutions – just do it!

Where Is The Grant Advantage Plus™ Consultation Available?

These guys know exactly
what to do and they’re
bloody good at it!

Across all of Australia (as Grant Solutions operates nationally)
Teleconferencing & Videoconferencing is also available

The final application was
on my desk 2 days before
the deadline… which is
very uncommon in my
industry where everything
is done at the last minute
or often late.”

Additional Bonuses (Valued at $295)
Subscription to premium ‘inner circle’
newsletter
Priority access to future grant projects
15 minute follow up consultation (within the
first 6 months)

Stephen Souris, QLD

Satisfaction Guaranteed
If after the first 20 minutes, you don’t feel that you’ve received at least the full value of
your investment, simply let us know and we'll issue you a refund on the spot!
How Can We Make Such a Guarantee?
Because we know that the Grant Advantage Plus™ consultation is worth at least 3 times
what we charge. And if you don't feel this way, we'll give you your money back.
There is nothing to lose...and everything to gain!

About Grant Solutions
Grant Solutions is a national consulting company (headquartered in
Melbourne) specialising in obtaining government grants for
businesses.
We’ve found that while businesses excel in their day to day activities,
they are unaware of available grant opportunities. The businesses
that are aware of government grants simply do not have the
resources and experience to adequately prepare an application.
Despite spending valuable resources, jumping through hoops and
filling out mountains of paperwork, most are unsuccessful in
obtaining grants.
Grant Solutions solves this problem by providing valuable advice on
submitting grant applications to successfully win government grants.
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Winning Government Grants for Your Business

ABN: 89 124 925 266

Grant Solutions Pty Ltd

To:

Payment Date:

, 2015

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Grant Advantage Plus™ Consultation (up to 75 minutes)
GST
TOTAL

TOTAL
$495.00
$49.50
$544.50

Consultation Payment: Electronic Transfer
Account Name:

Grant Solutions

BSB:

063 - 104

Account Number:

UPON PAYMENT, THIS FORM AUTOMATICALLY BECOMES A VALID TAX INVOICE

1031 7821

